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2 of 2 review helpful If you read just one book this year read this By Sueman This book is worthy of 10 stars I read 
constantly and this is the best book I have read in a long time I just finished it and I am already thinking of reading it 
again It is an entirely satisfying epic revolving around how two Hawaiian families were impacted by WWII It is about 
love and pride and ancient legends and music It travels f In this epic original novel in which Hawaii s fierce sweeping 
past springs to life Kiana Davenport author of the acclaimed Shark Dialogues draws upon the remarkable stories of her 
people to create a timeless passionate tale of love and survival tragedy and triumph survival and transcendence In 
spellbinding sensual prose Song of the Exile follows the fortunes of the Meahuna family and the odyssey of one 
resilient man searching for his soul mate after she is to From Publishers Weekly The devastating effect of WWII on 
two Hawaiian families pervades this haunting novel that spans three continents and decades Davenport Shark 
Dialogues traces the stories of Sun ja Uanoe Sung Sunny a Hawaiian Korean student from an ed 
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